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Personally, I am not fond of recruitment agencies because most of them enunciate “We care 
about our candidates”, “We make sure we put you first”, “We
candidates” and so on.  
 
Honestly, I started finding it a bit hard to believe until I spoke to Prowess. I was browsing 
jobs on recruitment site with my CV uploaded, then one day an email received from Prowess 
which invited me to apply a job represented by Prowess Recruitment Consulting Ltd.. I was 
surprised that according to the job descriptions referred, it was totally tailor made for me. 
Therefore, I decided to apply and the experiences were so impressive. Prowess called a few 
hours after I applied and we had a sincere and harmony conversation to reach some 
understanding between each other. Prowess was even more supportive when we met in 
person.  
 
I was planning to start a new career with various options and Prowess was really help
listening to what I’ve done, telling me what kind of job would be suitable for me and where 
to find it, and giving me ideas for the ways I could get into those particular industries. For a 
person like me, who had been working for a company over 9 ye
decision not least because I had not been officially interviewed in a long period of time. Yet, 
Prowess offered the fantastic interview skills and guidance to me. 
 
Throughout, Prowess took onboard my feedback after interviews a
on my overall career aspirations.  It helped me to walk into my interviews confidently and 
also, have the conviction to take the first job offered to me but to look critically at whether 
my own personality and career plans fitted wi
appreciated for Prowess Recruitment Consulting Ltd. who went above and beyond its role as 
a consultant agency.  
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